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1. Introduction

Advances in experimental probing of sooting flames have con-

tributed to refined theoretical and modeling studies of soot formation 
[1,2]. A case in point is the use of a scanning mobility particle sizer 
(SMPS) and the burner-stabilized stagnation (BSS) flame sampling 
technique [3–6] to follow the evolution of the particle size distribution 
function (PSDF) of nascent soot formed in premixed flames. The

BSS flame was introduced to address inherent flame perturbations

occurring during probe sampling. In this technique, a stagnation

surface of well-defined temperature is combined with the sampling

probe. This setup enables comparisons between experimental ob-

servations and soot modeling results in a less ambiguous manner, in 
that the flame boundary conditions are defined and the probe itself

serves as the boundary condition downstream of the flame. Using

this technique, soot PSDFs have been studied in a series of flames 
burning a range of fuels [3–5,7]. The results have been used in ex-

ploring chemical and physical processes of soot formation in detailed 
models [6,8–11]. Among other things, the BSS flame configuration

offers the advantage that the flow field of the flame may be treated
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ore directly such that experimental and modeled PSDFs can be

ompared directly without having to carry out an artificial shift of

ny experimental or computed profiles [3].

Despite the advantages just mentioned, the accuracy of the BSS

ame method coupled with probe sampling and SMPS analysis still

an be impacted by several factors. These include a possible burner

ffect due to differences in burner size/material and how the porous

lug is cooled. This can lead to variations in the heat loss to the

urner and thus the maximum flame temperature, the flame

osition, and the preheat zone temperature gradient. Other factors

nclude difficul-ties in quantifying sample dilution and its calibration

uring mobility measurement, how the flame gas sample is diluted

nd transmitted to the mobility sizer and, to an extent, the mobility

izer and its set-ting. The suitability to directly compare the

xperiment and pseudo one-dimensional (1-D) simulation also can

e questionable for an otherwise 2-dimensional (2-D) flame. The far-

ide boundary condi-tion applied thus far [3,8,10] uses zero

onvective velocity, whereas the actual experiment continuously

xtracts a small flow through the sampling orifice along the

enterline of the flame.

Recent efforts have suggested that experimental observations of

undamental flame properties are the most useful when the data of

verlapping experiments from several laboratories may be

rosschecked to yield an assessment of the random and systematic

rrors (see, e.g., [12,13]). In this spirit and to assess the accuracy of

he BSS flame/SMPS technique, we report here a coordinated,

ollaborative effort with the goal to evaluate the uncertainty of the

SS flame technique and its sampling method on the same

enchmark flame (Flame C3 of Abid et al. [3]) using facilities in three

aboratories. The assessment includes, among others, three burners

hat differ in size and design, two SMPS component models, and two

ndependent calibration procedures. As a tertiary objective, we also

im to make improvements to data reported by Abid et al. [3] on the

ame benchmark flame.

In addition to the above objectives, we report the results of direct

umerical simulation of the BSS flame in a 2-D axisymmetric config-

ration. The flow rate at the stagnation surface is finite during soot

ampling and the 2-D simulation can be used to assess this effect on

he 1-D assumptions currently taken in the flame and soot models.

astly, we note that the interpretation of the mobility size is another

pen question [10]. Mobility size can deviate from the true size even

or a sphere [14–16] but the full extent of deviation for nascent soot

as only recently been realized.

Helium ion microscopy (HIM) techniques and other related stud-

es of nascent soot [17–19] have shed new light on the morphol-

gy nascent soot. In agreement with theoretical predictions [20,21],

ascent soot particles are hardly spherical [17,18]. A separate diag-

ostic may prove to be necessary to unravel the relationship between

obility size and particle mass due to the uncertainty in the mass

ensity of the particle material [22], structural intricacies and compo-

itional complexity [23,24]. This directly impacts detailed modeling

ecause the primary size parameter that is modeled is mass and not

he particle diameter. Here, we use the centrifugal particle mass an-
lyzer (CPMA) [25,26] to examine this relationship. In the CPMA, the

able 1

ey parameters of the experimental apparatus and models of ultrafine condensation particle

Facility Burner/porous plug

Source Body

material

Plug

material

Plug

thickness

(cm)

Pore size

(μm)

Stanford In-house Brass Bronze 1.3 10

Shanghai Jiao Tong In-house Brass Bronze 1.3 10

Tsinghua McKenna SS Bronze 1.5 70–130

a Coated.
alance between the electrostatic force and the so-called centrifuga

orce allows for particle mass to be classified independently withou

ny knowledge about particle shape and morphology. We note tha

he mass–mobility relationship has been studied for larger, mature

oot [27–29] but this relationship is unavailable for nascent flame

oot during its size/mass growth.

In summary, mobility measurements of a benchmark flame are

arried out on four different burners across three laboratories (Stan

ord, Shanghai Jiao Tong and Tsinghua). The mobility diameter o

ascent soot is evaluated by measuring the particle mass in tandem

UC Riverside and Stanford). Lastly, DNS modeling of the experimen

al flame was carried out at University of Duisburg-Essen to provide a
etter understanding of the 2-D effects on flame modeling and to

ield suggestions about how the underlying BSS flame and PSDFs o
ascent soot are best modeled using the pseudo 1-D approximation.

. Experimental

Similar mobility measurement techniques were employed acros

aboratories at Stanford, Tsinghua and Shanghai Jiao Tong to observe

etailed sooting behavior. Key burner and experimental parameter

re summarized in Table 1. Briefly, burner-stabilized flames were sta

ilized on respective burners at atmospheric pressure with an un

urned composition of 16.3% (mol) ethylene and 23.7% (mol) oxygen

n argon (Flame C3 of Abid et al. [3,30]). The unburned gas has an

quivalence ratio, φ, of 2.07 and a cold velocity of 8 cm/s (298 K and

atm).

At Stanford, two burners of different diameters (5.0 and 7.6 cm

ere used to evaluate any possible burner size dependency. Unles

therwise indicated, the Stanford results are reported for measure

ents made with the 5.0 cm burner. The outer body of both burn-er

s brass. The burners are water-cooled from an inner concentric

hannel within the burner body. The Shanghai Jiao Tong burner is a
uplicate of the Stanford 5.0 cm burner. Tsinghua, on the other hand

ses a McKenna burner with a bronze porous plug 6.0 cm in di

meter. Water-cooling in the McKenna burner occurs in small tube

mbedded within the porous plug. In addition to the difference in the

orous plug material and thickness (see Table 1), there are othe

ifferences between the McKenna burner and the Stanford burners

mong them, the Stanford burners can have the porous plug plate re

laced, whereas the McKenna burner has the porous plug plate per

anently fixed into the burner housing. All flames were isolated from

he ambient air by a shroud of nitrogen at a linear velocity of 25 cm/

298 K and 1 atm) through a concentric porous ring. The gas flow

ere all metered using critical orifices calibrated independently in

ach laboratory. The uncertainty in the flow rate is estimated to be

.5%, mostly due to room temperature fluctuation that would impac

he nozzle flow.

Temperature was measured by fine wire thermocouple coated

ith a Y/BeO mixture to prevent catalysis on the surface. Sizes of the

oated thermocouple beads and wires are listed in Table 1. Radiation

orrection is carried out according to the procedure of Shaddix [31]

he gas properties were estimated by solving for flame structure and
counter (UCPC).

Sample orifice Thermocouple UCPC

Diameter

(cm)

Diameter

(μm)

Length

(cm)

Wire

diameter

(μm)

Bead size

(μm)

5.0 and

7.6

127 30.5 130a 300a 3025

5.0 130 30.5 150a 380a 3776

6.0 160 30.5 135a 320a 3776
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species concentrations using detailed reaction kinetics and transport

[30]. Literature emissivity values for similar thermocouple coatings

range from 0.3 to 0.6 [32]. Here we used the range of emissivity

values to yield the upper and lower limits for the radiation

correction. The radiation-corrected temperature is assumed to be the

average of the two limiting values. Given that the major temperature

uncertainty is from the emissivity, the uncertainty in the radiation-

corrected tem-peratures is about ±5 K at the lowest measured

temperatures and about ±90 K at the peak flame temperature. The

gas temperature at the burner surface was obtained by extrapolating

the axial temper-ature data close to the burner surface. The closest

distance to the burner surface is equal to the radius of the

thermocouple bead. An alternative radiation correction procedure

[33] was also used, assum-ing an emissivity value of 0.2 [34]. The

results were found to be nearly identical to that of Shaddix [31].

Soot PSDFs were probed within the BSS flame configuration. The

same design of sampling probe, along with the stagnation plate in

which the sampling probe is imbedded, was used for all laboratories

An 8 cm diameter by 1.3 cm thick aluminum disc acts as the flow

stagnation surface. Water cooling coils were attached to the top of

the disc and a thin-wall, 0.635-cm stainless steel tubular sampling

probe was embedded into the disc. The tube wall is flush with the

bottom surface and parallel to the flat flame. The burner-to-probe

separation distance, Hp, can be resolved to an accuracy of ±0.025 cm

The plate temperature was measured by a type-K thermocouple em-

bedded within the disc. The flame sample was drawn into the probe

through a laser-drilled orifice that ranges in diameter from 127 μm

at Stanford to 160 μm at Tsinghua. The orifice was positioned on the

center axis of the burner facing the incoming flame gas.

In each laboratory, the soot sample drawn into the probe was im-

mediately diluted with a cold flow of nitrogen at 30 L/min (298 K and

1 atm). The flow rate into the orifice or the dilution ratio was con-

trolled by fine pressure adjustment across the orifice. The pressure

drop across the orifice, �Po, was measured by a manometer

upstream and a manometer downstream of the sampling orifice. At

Stanford, the dilution ratio was determined as function of �Po by two

inde-pendent methods as shown in Table 2. In the first method, the

mole
fraction of CO2 was determined by an NDIR analyzer in a stoichio-

metric C2H4-O2-20% Ar-40% CO2 flame. In the second method, a flow

of air coming out of the tube through the orifice was measured by a
Sensidyne Gilibrator-2 flowmeter at room temperature. Both meth-

ods require corrections for the difference in gas density and viscosity

between calibration gas and the actual gas sample of the flame.

One of the quantities of interest is the absolute particle number

density, N, in the flame, which is related to the number density

measured by SMPS, Ns, through the dilution ratio, DR,

N = DRNs (1)

The dilution based on CO2 measurement was defined in terms

of the measured CO2 mole fraction, xCO2 ,m, and the predicted CO2

mole fraction, xCO2 ,p, which was taken from solution of the under-

lying flame through 1-D stagnation flame modeling. Similar to pre-

vious studies, the flow through the orifice was assumed to be a fully

developed laminar flow such that the flow rate is inversely propor-

tional to the gas viscosity, μ [35,36]. Thus, the dilution ratio may be
Table 2
Methods for calibrating the dilution ratio.

Method Flow description Quantity Instrument Probe temperature

Ts (K)

1 CO2 diluted flame Mole fraction

of CO2

NDIR analyzer 500

2 Room air Cold air flow

rate

Flow meter 293
F

s

d

etermined as

R =
(

xCO2,p

xCO2,m

)(
T0

Ts

)(
μm, f

μm,c

)
(2)

here T0 is the temperature of the diluent, carrier gas in probe (T0 =
298 K) and Ts is the temperature of the flame gas sample drawn into

he orifice, which was assumed to be equal to the stagnation surface

emperature, and μm,f and μm,c are the mixture viscosities of Flame

3 and the calibration flame with 20% Ar and 40% CO2 as the diluent,

espectively. Correction for viscosity amounts to 15% between the two

ames.

The second method measures the flow rate of air into the orifice

rom the ambient air. For a given �Po drop, the dilution ratio was

easured by

R =
(

Ls

Lair

)(
T0

Ts

)(μm, f

μair

)
(3)

here Ls and Lair are the volumetric flow rates of dilute nitrogen gas

nd ambient air sample drawn into the orifice, respectively. Since

he method does not use a flame, both  Ls and Lair are at the room

emperature. The viscosity correction results in 60% increase in DR as

 result of higher viscosity of the argon-diluted flame gas relative to
he cold air viscosity. The dilution ratio thus measured is plotted as

function of  �Po as shown in Fig. 1. The two independent

ethods produce very close dilution ratio values over the entire

ange of �Po tested, giving the correlation

og DR = 1.89 + 0.28

log (0.0233�Po)
, (4)

here �Po is in mmH2O. The uncertainty of Eq. (4) is estimated  t
e ± 40% as shown by the dashed line in Fig. 1, although the actua

ncertainty is probably smaller than the above assignment. As wil

e discussed later, the 1-D stagnation simulation does not accurately

escribe the predicted CO2 concentration for every dilution ratio

herefore, a portion of the above uncertainty can be attributed t

his limitation. Only method 2 was used at Shanghai Jiao Tong and

singhua for the respective probes used.

The soot sample was analyzed by mobility sizing using TSI SMP

ystems. At Stanford, a TSI model 3080 Electrostatic Classifier with a
ig. 1. Viscosity-corrected dilution ratio determined at Stanford as a function of pres-

ure drop across the orifice by two independent methods (symbols). The solid is a fit to 
ata (Eq. (4)); the dashed lines are the estimated uncertainty bounds.
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085 nano-differential mobility analyzer (DMA) and Kr-85 Neutral

zer was combined with a TSI 3025 ultrafine condensation particl

ounter (CPC). The same Electrostatic Classifier and DMA were used a
hanghai Jiao Tong and Tsinghua but the particle counter is a mor

ecent model (TSI 3776). Electrically conductive tubing was used t

onnect the sample probe to the SMPS, keeping the distance betwee

he sampling orifice and the SMPS inlet as short as possible (about 5
m in each laboratory).

During mobility measurements, the sample and sheath flow

hrough the nano-DMA were 1.5 and 15 L/min, respectively. Thes

ow rates allow for particles to be classified in the range of 2-–64 nm

imitations in the SMPS flow rate accuracy cause a 2%error in th

obility diameter. The sampling orifice eventually becomes clogge

ith soot over time so the SMPS scan time was 50 s up and 10 s dow

or each lab as a compromise between size distribution smearing a

hort times and orifice clogging at long scan times. In addition, th

ampling orifice was cleaned after each scan with a fine needle

obility measurements can overestimate the physical size of particle

maller than 10 nm because of inherent limitations of the empirica

unningham slip correction. Here, a parameterized correlation i

pplied to correct the mobility diameter as discussed in previou

tudies [3,14–16].

The mass of nascent soot from Flame C3 was measured by 
ambustion CPMA at UC Riverside on the Stanford burner setup

erosol particles with a known charge distribution are subjected to 
otational flow in the CPMA such that the particles are accelerate

utward. An electric bias voltage is then applied which opposes th

cceleration of the particles so that centrifugal and electrostatic force

an balance. Particles are thus classified by the particle mass-to

harge ratio without having to know particle shape or mor-phology

n the current study, the mass classification of the CPMA wa

alibrated using a polystyrene latex (PSL) aerosol of known diamete

nd density. Standard PSL particles 70 and 100 nm in diameter wer

ebulized with deionized water using an aerosol generator (mode

076, TSI) and dried in diffusion dryers. The mobility diameter an

ass were subsequently measured. A systematic bias in mobilit

article sizing was found due to 4% error in sheath air flow rate of th
MPS. A correction was made to the sheath flow rate for a

ubsequent data processing for accuracy. The error in determinatio

f particle mass was found to be 6 and 5% for 70 and 100 nm PS

articles, respectively. This is in the range of uncertainties reported i
arlier studies. For example, Symonds et al. [37] reported 6% for 
MA-CPMA system based on the uncertainty analysis. McMurry et a

38] reported 5% uncertainty using a DMA-APM system.

A diagram summarizing the setup at UC Riverside for tandem mas

nd mobility measurements is shown in Fig. 2. The  diluted  flam

ample was sent downstream for analysis at a flow rate of 1.5 L/mi

nd the rest of the sample was sent to the exhaust. A known charg

istribution was then applied to the soot sample by a soft X-ray base

article neutralizer (model 3087, TSI) before being introduced into th
PMA. The rotational speed and voltage
1. BSS Flame and Soot Sampling

ampling N2 

Premixed C2H4/O2/Ar

2. Mass Classification

Particle Neutralizer

CPMA
Nano-
DMA

Electrostatic
Classifier

3. Mobility Diameter
Distribution

CPC

polydisperse aerosol

mono-
disperse 
aerosol

Exhaust

ig. 2. Experimental setup for the tandem mass and mobility measurements of

ascent soot particles at UC Riverside. CPMA—centrifugal particle mass analyzer;

MA—differential mobility analyzer; CPC—condensation particle counter.

f f 
fi a 
d s

u e 
e e

m s

w r 
t -

i t

o -

i e 
d -
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a e 
r

ere then set in the CPMA to classify the polydisperse aerosol by 
hosen mass. For each mass classification, the monodisperse aeroso

ith respect to mass was sent to the electrostatic classifier where th
oltage was scanned (TSI model 3085 Nano-DMA, 10:1.5 sheath-to

ample flow, 50 s up-scan, 10 s down-scan) to measure the mobility

iameters in the range of 2.5–79 nm. A mobility diameter distribution

orresponding to each mass classification was then obtained by

ounting the particles in a TSI model 3776 CPC. Mobility diamete

istributions were measured for CPMA classified masses ranging from

 to 113 attograms.

. Computational methods

The experimental configuration was modeled at Stanford first as 
seudo 1-D stagnation flow flame [39,40] using a modified version o
PPDIF [41]. Details of the simulation are available elsewhere [3]. Ou

bjective was not to model soot formation. Instead the model is used

o explore the flame conditions, assess the accuracy of th

emperature measurement and assess the impact of the boundary

onditions. The cold boundary temperature is the extrapolated ga

emperature measured close to the burner surface. The flow is 
niform plug flow with a mass flux given by the experimental cold

ow velocity and reactant composition. The species mass flux i

etermined by the balance of the convective and diffusive velocities

he stagnation surface, located at x = Hp, is treated as a non-slip wall

he axial, radial and diffusive velocities are all zero. It has 
emperature, Ts, equal to the measured plate temperature. The ne

iffusive velocity was assumed to vanish at x = Hp. However, in th

bsence of a finite flow through the sampling orifice, the significan

emperature gradient at or near x = Hp drives Soret diffusion which i
ounterbalanced by Fickian diffusion.

The OPPDIF solution was calculated using windward differencing

ulticomponent transport and thermal diffusion. Heat release rate

nd transport properties were calculated using Sandia CHEMKIN [42]

nd TRANFIT [43]. Radiative heat loss by CO2 and H2O was considered

n these simulations. The reaction kinetic model used was USC Mech I
44], which includes the production of benzene and toluene but doe

ot include PAH or soot chemistry. Adaptive mesh resolution wa

sed and it was found that the flame is sufficiently resolved with

oughly 200 grid points.

The aforementioned pseudo 1-D simulation was repeated at Duis

urg using Cantera [45]. Compared to the OPPDIF calculation, the two

imulations differ in the following aspects. While the OPPDIF calcu

ation used multicomponent transport along with thermal diffusion

he Cantera calculation used mixture-average formula without ther

al diffusion. One additional difference is that the OPPDIF calcula-

ion considered radiative heat loss from CO2 and H2O, whereas the

antera calculation did not.

The governing equations and solution method for 2-D axisym

etric simulations have been discussed earlier [46]. Briefly,  the sim

lation software is based on OpenFOAM [47] in a finite volum

ramework for continuum mechanics allowing for implementation o
nite-rate reaction kinetics. The software was supplemented by 
etailed model of diffusive transport. The formula of Wilke [48] wa

sed to calculate the dynamic viscosity of the mixture, while th

quation of Mathur and Saxena [49] was used for calculation of th
ixture heat conductivity. The pure species transport propertie

ere calculated for a broad range of temperatures using Cantera prio

o a 2-D simulation. The molecular diffusivity was approximated us

ng the mixture-averaged formulation [50]. The convective transpor

f the scalar quantities was discretized using a total variation dimin

shing scheme of second-order accuracy, while the momentum, th

iffusive terms and the pressure gradient were discretized using cen

ral differencing. Again, our focus is the flame condition and flow field

nd as such soot formation was not considered, neither was th

adiative heat loss from the flame gas or soot in the 2-D calculation.
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OpenFOAM simulation using the reduced model without the orifice flow.
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The 2-D simulations were carried out for cases with a closed orifice

and an open orifice on the centerline of the stagnation surface. The

simulation was carried out for Hp = 0.55, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 1.0 cm with

the boundary conditions taken from the experiment. The 2-D simula

tions exclusively used the 32-species reaction model of Luo et al. [51

which is a skeletal model of ethylene combustion derived from USC

Mech II [44].

The integration chosen for the 2-D simulation was a rectangular

axisymmetric projection of the burner including the co-flow region

The grid resolution was variable (non-uniform), the orifice with a ra

dius of 75 μm was resolved by 10 cells and the total number of cell

on the orthogonal grid was 56,200 for the case of Hp = 10 mm. The

solution convergence was tested by coarsening of the grid up to a

resolution of 12,300 cells and to a resolution of 5 cells across the ori

fice radius. At the inflow boundary, fixed velocities, temperatures and

mass fractions of unburned gases were imposed. Treatment of inle

diffusion and implementation of the transport models was described

in detail by Deng et al. [46]. The flow field quantities at the burne

outlet boundary were extrapolated from the solution inside the do

main, while any flow back into the domain was suppressed. The ori

fice was treated as an outflow boundary. Both the convective and the

diffusive fluxes were calculated by linear interpolation resulting in a
central differencing scheme.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Facility effects and experimental sensitivity analyses

A comparable technique for measuring the local gas-phase tem

perature in the flame is established first so that the observed kineti

processes of soot formation are well characterized. The comparison

among the measured axial flame temperature is shown in Fig. 3 using

Hp = 1.0 cm as an example. The data shown are corrected for radia

tion. The work here shows that the axial temperature profile is no

influenced by burner size or type. The data reported by Abid et al. [3]

who used the 7.6 cm burner (see Table 1), are also shown for com

parison. The agreement between the three facilities is excellent. The

peak temperature measured is within 20 K of each other. The post

flame region of the temperature profile shows slightly more varia

tions with the Tsinghua measurements being lower than the rest. A
primary source for positional uncertainty and discrepancies in the
re-heat and post-flame region is the different tension applied to the

ne-wire thermocouple.

Abid et al. [3] solved the detailed flame structures using experi

entally measured temperature boundary conditions. The computed

emperature profile as reported in [3] is shown in Fig. 3. Also shown

n the figure are the profiles computed at Duisurg, comparing result

btained using 1-D Cantera with USC Mech II, 1-D Cantera with the

educed model of 32-species, and 2-D OpenFOAM simulation withou

he orifice flow. The agreement is satisfactory between experimen

nd model prediction. The largest discrepancy occurs in the post

ame region and this may be caused by changes in thermocouple

missivity resulting from soot deposition onto the surface. Anothe

ource of positional uncertainty is from the finite elasticity and ther

al expansion of the thermocouple wire. The flow exerts a drag on

he wire and this drag decreases significantly close to the stagnation

urface. The four computational cases shown are in good agreemen

ith each other. The slightly higher temperature in the flame region

rom the 1-D Cantera calculation as compared to the OPPDIF results

ay be attributed to radiation by H2O and CO2 not accounted for in
he Cantera calculation. Most notably, the 1-D results are all in good

greement with the 2-D results, indicating that the flow field of the

ame studied can be accounted for by the psuedo 1-D stagnation flow

ormulation [39].

Axial temperature measured in the 5.0 cm burner at Stanford i

hown in Fig. 4 for burner-to-stagnation surface separations ranging

rom Hp = 0.4 to 2.0  cm. The vertical error bars of  Fig. 4 represen

he uncertainty in the emissivity of the thermocouple coating (0.3–

.6). This is by far the greatest uncertainty among all factor

onsidered. The horizontal error bars indicate positioning inaccuracy

he com-puted temperatures generally fall within the error bars fo
ll Hp val-ues tested. This experiment-model agreement i

ncouraging in that the flame structure can be calculated with

elative ease, and that ex-periment and model may now be compared

irectly without invoking an arbitrary spatial shift.

Particle sampling can be impacted by two sources of inaccuracy

oth resulting from particle losses [35], both of which may be min

mized if appropriate sample dilution ratios are chosen. It can be

hown that when optimized, the PSDF is insensitive to the dilution

atio and should stay insensitive over a fairly wide range of the dilu

ion ratio. Relevant examples are illustrated in Fig. 5. For high dilution

atios, e.g., DR = 1331 as shown, the velocity of the soot sample pass

ng through the orifice is low and this leaves ample time for smal

articles to diffuse to the orifice wall. Under this condition, most o
he small particles would be lost (the open triangles of Fig. 5). In con

rast, for low dilution ratios the high particle number density in the

ampling line promotes particle–particle coagulation, leading to a re

uced total number density and larger particle size (the open circle

f Fig. 5). These loss mechanisms are minimized in the middle range

f dilution where the PSDFs are seen to be insensitive to the dilution

atio. The above principle can be demonstrated more clearly by ex

mining the variation of total particle number density and median

obility diameter <Dm> as a function of the dilution ratio, as shown

n Fig. 6. It can be seen that both N and <Dm> are insensitive to the

ilution ratio in the appropriate range of dilution. In contrast, <Dm>

ncreases and N decreases outside this range of dilution.

We now shift to facility effects on the PSDF measurement. The

easured PSDF for all facilities are reported in Fig. 7. The  burst of nu

leation sized particles was observed in all facilities at Hp = 0.40 cm

nd a drastic increase in the number of nucleation size particles (Dm

 5 nm) is observed at Hp = 0.45 cm. As the burner-to-stagnation

urface separation increases a shoulder appears in the PSDF. At Hp =
.70 cm, the PSDF develops into a distinct bimodal distribution which

ndicates persistent nucleation combined with mass/size growth

t larger burner-to-stagnation separations, soot nucleation is les

rominent and the PSDF transitions to a unimodal distribution in the

ange of particle size observed.
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The facility dependence is small, as shown in Fig. 7. The  PSDFs ar

lso insensitive to burner size, as expected. The PSDFs obtained from

ach facility overlap each other throughout the range of Hp observed

he largest discrepancy occurs at lower burner-to-stagnation surfac

eparations as observed at  Hp = 0.40 cm and for the PSDF shape ob

erved at Hp = 0.55 cm. The burst in nucleation and rapid transition t
 shouldered PSDF occur within the 0.2 cm distance thus making th
bserved PSDFs highly sensitive to positional accuracy. The evolutio

f the PSDFs is slower toward the later growth stage (Hp > 1.0 cm

nd the measured PSDF is not as sensitive to the position uncertainty

o illustrate the large sensitivity of measured PSDFs to positiona

ccuracy, the PSDF measured at Hp = 0.49 cm, shown in Fig. 8, i

lotted along with those resulting from offsetting the position by
0.02 cm. Clearly, small positional inaccuracy in the nucleation re-

ion can lead to large changes in the PSDF. In contrast, the sensitiv-

ty of the measured PSDF to other operating parameters was found to
e small, at least away from the nucleation region. For example, Fig. 9
hows four sets of PSDF data collected for Ts ranging from 385 to 500

. The PSDF shape and the total number density are completely

nsensitive to Ts. This result is certainly interesting since our expec-

ation is that the stagnation surface temperature should exert an im-

act, albeit a small one on the PSDF, if the transport of the particle

ample into the orifice is driven by thermophoresis. The lack of sen-

itivity to the stagnation surface temperature suggests that the con-

ective flow in front of the probe orifice is at play, an issue to be dis-

ussed in more detail later. The sensitivity of the measured PSDF to
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the shroud N2 velocity is shown in Fig. 10 for velocity between 10 and

44 cm/s. The PSDF is found again to be insensitive to this variation.

Integration of the detailed PSDF with respect to mobility diame-

ter yields the total number density, N. In addition, the soot volume

fraction Fv was derived from the PSDF by assuming all particles are

spherical with diameter equal to the mobility diameter. As will be

discussed later, the particles probed are not spherical and the vol-

ume fraction data shown here are only for the purpose of comparing

data collected from the different facilities. Caution should be exer-

cised when the volume fraction data are used for model comparison.

As one would expect, the good agreement in the PSDFs across the

three facilities carries over to these global sooting properties, as seen

in Fig. 11. The error bars for each data point amount to ±40%, due to
dilution uncertainty and ±0.025 cm due to positional uncertainty
The 95% confidence interval was determined for the volume fraction
nd number density by considering all four sets of the data obtained

n the current study. These are shown in the same figure by the thick

rror bars. As discussed earlier, the largest PSDF variation in experi-

ental observation across the facilities is during the nucleation and

arly growth stages, where the confidence intervals are correspond-

ngly large.

Interestingly, earlier measurement on the same benchmark flame

3] yielded different results especially in the early stage of the soot

ormation process. As compared in Fig. 11, the nucleation burst oc-

urs substantially later in the data report by Abid et al. [3]. The spatial
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ffset is roughly 0.15 cm. The final volume fraction and number den-

ity are however the same in both studies. This discrepancy clearly

eserves an explanation especially in light of the agreement across

he current facilities and the fact that the current Stanford measure-

ents also used the same 7.6-cm burner used in Abid et al.

After a concerted study that eliminated many possible causes, one

xplanation stands out. That is, the porous plug of the burner must

ave changed its pore density distribution after a lengthy use during

he period of experiments of [3]. To illustrate this problem, we first

lot in Fig. 12 the radial temperature distributions determined at a
istance of 0.18 cm from the burner surface with Hp = 1.0 cm. The left

anel of the plot examines the potential impact of the stagnation

urface on the radial temperature profile for the 5.0 cm burner. It is
een that the temperature stays constant until it reaches the edge of

he flame, as expected, and that the stagnation surface does not im-

act the temperature in the radial direction. The right panel shows

hat the 7.6-cm burner exhibits the same behavior and that the two

urners generated flames of temperature that are within 10 K of each

ther. Suffice to note that the measurements shown were made

hen the porous plugs in both burners were relatively fresh, and the

adial temperature variation seen in Fig. 12 is an indicator that the

urner operated properly.

Two problems can occur when the burner is not operated

roperly and/or the porous plug is aged due to repeated use. Neither

an be detected visually and the problem is best detected by examining

he radial temperature distribution in the main flame zone as shown in
ig. 13. A loose fitting porous plug causes the unburned gas to flow
referentially along the plug rim. This creates a non-uniform distri-

ution of enthalpy rate and a lower temperature along the center of

he flame relative to the edge. As shown in the same figure, the

roblem is removed when a tight seal is achieved with Teflon tape

rapped around the circumference of the porous plug.

The second problem is more difficult to detect, but it yields the

ame result as a loosely fit porous plug: as the porous plug ages the

epeated heating and cooling causes the pores in the center of the

lug to contract and the outer edge to expand. The smaller pore sizes

f the plug center produce a smaller local flow rate and thus enthalpy

njection rate, which again leads to a lower temperature along the

enterline of the flame and a higher temperature toward the flame

dge, as shown in Fig. 13. The centerline temperature mea-sured by

bid et al. is nearly identical to those of the current study (Fig. 3). The

robe sampling/SMPS analysis of that study was done after the

emperature measurement was complete. Therefore, either the

orous plug was aged or it was not properly mounted when Abid et

l. carried out the SMPS experiment. The lower centerline temper-

ture that resulted caused the soot to nucleate later in the flame and

roduced the differences in the Fv and N profiles observed in Fig. 11. A
revious report on the same premixed ethylene flame at several

ame temperatures [30] showed the final volume fraction reaches a
road peak as a function of temperature at these conditions; hence

he current sensitivity of the final Fv to the centerline temperature is
eak. The uniformity of the radial temperature should be checked

outinely to ensure the flame is actually flat and the aforementioned
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issues are avoided. Presently, it is unclear whether the porous plug in
the McKenna burner exhibits the same aging behavior.

4.2. Mobility mass versus actual mass

Particle mass was measured in tandem with the mobility diam-

eter. Nascent soot was classified by mass in the CPMA, producing a
mono-mass aerosol that was subsequently analyzed for the mobility

diameter distribution. This is a configuration similar to APM-SMPS

adopted by Malloy et al. [52] for real-time density measurement.
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Fig. 12. Radial profile of the uncorrected temperature measured at a distance of 0.18 cm fro

with or without the probe (stagnation surface) (left panel) and for two burner sizes (right pan

done at Stanford University.
n aerosol mass classifier followed by a mobility classifier has

dvantages of shorter scanning time and higher mobility resolution.

 series of PSDFs corresponding to the classified mass is shown in

igs. S1 and S2 for Hp = 0.8 and 1.2 cm, respectively of the Sup-

lemental materials. For each mono-mass aerosol the geometric

tandard deviation of the mobility diameter is in the range of 1.06–

.08 assuming a lognormal distribution. The non-unity geometric

tandard deviation is consistent with mass broadening of around 10%

n the CPMA. Therefore, the data also suggest that the morphological

ariation leading to mobility diameter variation is relatively small for

 given particle mass.

The relationship between the mobility diameter and particle

ass measured for the two burner-to-stagnation surface separations

p = 0.8 and 1.2 cm is shown in Fig. 14. A family of curves is also

rawn to show the relationships for spherical particles using mass

ensity values of ρs = 1.5, 0.8 and 0.7 g/cm3. An inspection of the plot
5.0 cm burner

7.6 cm burner

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Reduced Radius, r/rb

m the burner surface for the burner-to-stagnation separation Hp = 1.0 cm, comparing

el). The temperature was not corrected for radiation heat loss. The measurement was
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hows that a spherical particle model cannot explain the observed

m-versus-m relationship if the mass density value of 1.5 g/cm3 i

sed [53]. For comparison, the 96th edition of the CRC Handoook

ives mass density values of 1.27 and 1.37 g/cm3 for pure pyrene
nd coronene, respectively, at room temperature. The inset of Fig. 14

hows that the mobility spherical mass (mm = ρsπDm
3/6), calculated

y assuming a spherical particle shape with ρs = 1.5 g/cm3, is large
han the actual particle mass, m, by about a factor of 2–3. Hence, the

pherical-particle assumption alone could yield errors of a factor of
1/3 to 31/3 in model and experimental PSDF comparison.

In fact, the data collected support an effective mass density of 0.7–

.8 g/cm3. This indicates that the non-spherical morphology impacts
he mobility diameter. Hence, the observed Dm-versus-m relationship
s indicative, to an extent, of the particle morphology. The ratio of the

ass obtained by taking the spherical assumption to the actual mass

mm/m) is plotted in Fig. 15. The symbols were derived from the Dm-

ersus-m data assuming ρs = 1.5 g/cm3. Deviation of this mass ratio

alue from unity corresponds to the deviation from the spheri-cal

hape. For the two Hp values probed, the “older” particles (Hp = 1.2

m) show greater deviations from the sphericity than the “younger”

articles (Hp = 0.8 cm), as one would expect. Older parti-cles are

xpected to exhibit greater fractal features than the younger ones.

The measured mm/m values are superimposed with the ratio
btained by comparing the mass of four idealized shapes (ρs = 1.5 g/

m3) to the actual mass measured. The shapes are listed below:

(1) A cylinder with spherical caps (or a prolate spheroid) of overall

length L and diameter D (the dashed horizontal lines).

(2) A chain of n-spherical particles in point contact (the solid hor-

izontal lines).

(3) Ballistic particle-cluster aggregates (BPCA, the slanted solid

lines).

(4) Diffusion-limited particle-cluster aggregates (DLA, the slanted

dashed lines).

The mobility diameter may be determined for models 1 and 2

sing expressions of the drag force in the rigid body limit [54] aver

ged over orientations following Chan and Dahneke [55]. The  prolate

pheroidal model has been used in earlier kinetic studies of nascen

oot oxidation [56]. The aggregate morphology can vary depending

n the dominant mode of transport of the primary particles. In

PCA aggregates, the convective velocity dominates the motion and

iffusion dominates in DLA aggregates. Large carbon aggregates, i.e.

hose that can be described by models 3 and 4, have been shown

o follow a scaling law where the number of primary particles, np

ncreases with aggregate cross section, Aa [57,58]:

p = ka

[
Aa

Ap

]Da

(5)

here ka is a constant, Ap is the cross-section of the primary particle 
nd Da is the exponent which characterizes the scaling. In the free 
olecule regime, the mobility diameter, Dm, is a measure of the

ollision cross-section and thus it is related to the total particl

ross-section [58] as

m =
(

4

π
Aa

)1/2

(6)

The values of Ka and Da may be taken from Eggersdorfer and

ratsinis [59] for the two morphological models accordingly, assum

ng that the geometric standard deviation of the primary particle siz

istribution is 1.44 [36].

It may be seen from Fig. 15 that the morphology of the particles a
p = 0.8 cm can be explained satisfactorily by a ρs value of 1.5 g/cm

ith either a four-sphere chain model or by the DLA and BPCA model

ith primary particle size around 10 nm or smaller. In the small siz

nd, the morphology of particles sampled at Hp = 1.2 cm are con

istent with four-sphere model, and with the BPCA or DLA model

aving primary particles sizes between 5 and 20 nm. The finding o
he current study supports and, to an extent, further quantifies th

esults of microscopy analyses of Schenk et al.  [17

9]: even at an  early stage of growth, nascent soot deviates from

phericity at almost all sizes.

.3. Probe effects and two-dimensional flow field

Flame gas sampling requires a finite flow rate through the sam

ling orifice. The stagnation point along the centerline of the flame i
herefore not stagnant. At a dilution ratio of 500 and 30 L/min of
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cold diluting flow as discussed before, the gas linear velocity exceeds

50 m/s in the orifice. Hence, the soot sample taken should be an av-

erage of some volume in front of the orifice because the local flow

and temperature is perturbed by the sampling flow. The 1-D simula-

tion currently applied cannot capture the full flow field immediately

upstream of the sample orifice.

To assess the aforementioned probe effect, we carried out 2-D ax-

isymmetric simulations with and without a sample orifice. Without

the orifice, 2-D simulations yield centerline temperature profiles in
close agreement with experiment and 1-D simulation results for all

five Hp values simulated (see, Fig. S3 of the Supplemental materials)

The temperature in the flame and post-flame region is only slightly

higher than the 1-D results because the radiation by CO2 and H2O

was not considered in the 2-D simulation. With the orifice open at a
pressure drop of 0.01 bar (a dilution ratio of ∼400), the non-zero ve-

locity through the sampling orifice now gives rise to several features

that are important to the discussion of the probe effect.

A comparison of 1-D and 2-D models for flame temperature and

axial velocity highlighting the effect of the finite flow during probe

sampling is shown in Fig. 16. The orifice flow has a small, though not

negligible effect on the flame. As Fig. 16 shows, the temperature at

the centerline “stagnation” point is substantially higher than the true

stagnation point temperature, obviously due to the finite convective

flow at that point. Also along the centerline, the axial velocity takes a
drastic upturn due to the sample flow. Under this condition, the

stagnation point is no longer a “point” located in the center, but it

forms a circular line around the inlet of the sampling orifice. Strictly

speaking, the flow into the orifice cannot be modeled as a “flow into a
stagnation point.” Rather it should be a stream-tube with varying

cross-section area being constricted up to the diameter of the ori-

fice. The zone of this constriction of the stream-tube, where the gas is
strongly accelerated, corresponds roughly to a half-spherical volume

0.2 cm in radius.

It is within this effective volume that the soot sample is drawn

The comparison between the convective flow time of the 1-D stag-

nation flow calculation and the centerline of the 2-D simulation with

the orifice flow is shown in Fig. 17. For the current simulation con-

dition, the time of the flame sample passing through the sampling

volume is of the order of 1 ms. A different dilution ratio would in-

troduce a different flow rate, and thus a different, effective sampling

volume size and the sample residence time inside this volume. The

fact that there exists a range of dilution ratios within which the PSDF

is insensitive to the dilution ratio (Fig. 6) suggests that the sample

taken is quite insensitive to the residence time and size of this ef-

fective sampling volume. This may be because surface reactions or
oagulation are too slow to impact the PSDFs in the instant that the

ample approaches the sampling orifice. Obviously, further investiga-

ion is needed in order to develop a proper one-dimensional model

or this type of experiment. For now, we recommend that experimen-

al PSDFs that are modeled using a 1-D stagnation flow model take

nto account the finite convective velocity due to sample flow by con-

idering two limiting cases of computed PSDFs. In the sampling po-

itions studied by 2-D simulation, the flow field was perturbed such

hat the PSDF “sample” has a contribution from soot that is 0.2 cm

head of the stagnation point. This position may be considered to be

he upstream limit for comparison between experimental data and

odeling results.

. Conclusions

The BSS flame configuration and related mobility PSDF measure-

ent by probe sampling are studied in detail using four different

urners of different sizes and makers in three separate facilities on

he same benchmark ethylene–oxygen–argon flame. Furthermore,

he relationship between the mobility diameter and particle mass

as obtained for nascent soot using a tandem configuration consist-

ng of a CPMA followed by mobility size analysis. Detailed, 2-D ax-

symmetric numerical simulations were carried out focusing on the

ffect of finite sample probe flow rate on the boundary conditions

f the flame and to understand the nature of the soot sample taken

rom the flame for subsequent analysis. The following conclusions are

eached:

(1) Determination of nascent soot mobility PSDFs by probe sam-

pling in BSS flames can be made more reproducible by placing

tight control on the experimental flame boundary conditions

and by careful sample dilution ratio calibration. A detailed pro-

cedure of dilution ratio determination is introduced for two in-

dependent calibration methods.

(2) Data generated from different burner sizes and makers over

different research facilities are in agreement with each other

within the experimental uncertainty of each facility. Data ac-

curacy and appropriate comparison is best achieved with two

separate measurable quantities. Here, we demonstrate that for

the flame studied the facility effect is shown to be negligible in

measurements of both the temperature profile and the mobil-

ity PSDF.

(3) Within the framework of the BSS flame/probe sampling tech-

nique, the sensitivity to the operating parameters, including

the burner size, sheath flow rate, and stagnation surface tem-

perature is insignificant. The greater sensitivity and uncer-

tainty is related to the accuracy of the burner-to-stagnation

surface separation especially for small sampling positions cor-

responding to soot nucleation.
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(4) The onset of soot nucleation reported by Abid et al. [3] for the

same flame (Flame C3) is about 0.2 cm further from the burner

surface than the current results. The cause for the discrepancy

was attributed to aging of the burner porous plug plate during

the experimental study of Abid et al., leading to closure of the

pores around the center of the plate and thus a lower, local

linear velocity along the centerline of the flame than expected.

A method for routine inspection of the potential blockage of

flow is suggested and demonstrated.

(5) Tandem particle mass and mobility analysis indicates that

comparison of the experimental mobility size distribution

with simulated particle size distribution by detailed model-

ing should be treated with some special care. In particular,

treating particles of mobility diameter as small as 15 nm as

spherical particles can lead to a factor of 2–3 error in par-

ticle mass. Nascent soot particles are found to deviate from

sphericity even at the early stage of growth, in agreement with

the earlier, microscopy observations. A proper comparison be-

tween the experimental mobility sizes and computed parti-

cle sizes should use the cross section area of the particles if

simulations treat the aggregate nature of the particle. If the

simulation assumes particle sphericity, the conversion of mass

to mobility diameter should use an effective mass density of

0.7–0.8 g/cm3. The current analysis supports the use of a mass

density value of 1.5 g/cm3 in computation of nascent soot size

and mass growth.

(6) The probe sampling technique advanced in this and earlier

studies still suffers from several non-idealities that will re-

quire further study. As revealed from detailed 2-D axisymmet-

ric simulations that consider the micro flow into the orifice,

the flow stagnation point of the BSS flame is not quite stag-

nant. The orifice flow creates a departure from 1-D stagnation

flow approximation and this departure can be described, for

the conditions studied, by a 0.2 cm radius half sphere in front

of the orifice in which the flow accelerates as the gas sample

is drawn into the orifice. The size of impacted volume is small

enough such that it does affect the flame, but the soot sample

analyzed should be an average of the flame gas in that finite

volume. In absence of further insight for the variation of the

finite volume, we suggest to use PSDFs calculated at a distance

of 0.2 cm from the stagnation surface for comparison with ex-

perimental PSDFs collected at the stagnation surface.
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